Abstract-User generated content is gradually being recognized for its remarkable potential to enrich the professionally broadcasted content, but also as the means to provide acceptable quality audiovisual content for public events where professional coverage is absent. This potential is particularly interesting with respect to the audio modality, as a multitude of temporally overlapping User Generated audio Recordings (UGRs) may be utilized in order to provide a multichannel recording of the captured acoustic event. In this paper, we formulate a simple audio mixing approach called Maximum Component Elimination (MCE) to process a multiplicity of synchronized UGRs in a collaborative fashion. Operating in the Time-Frequency (TF) domain, MCE relies on the use of binary weights in order to selectively prevent certain TF components from individual UGRs to enter in the final mix. Results from a listening test indicate that the proposed mechanism is very efficient in suppressing foreground speech interference, removing inappropriate content from the audio mix and concealing the identities of individuals whose voices are unintentionally captured by the recording devices. Furthermore, it is shown that audio mixtures produced with MCE improve the user experience compared to the more classical use case where each UGR is consumed individually.
I. INTRODUCTION
We live in the era of portable multimedia devices, drones and smartphones, devices capable of capturing every moment of our lives and of the public events that we attend. Audiovisual recordings from these devices, produced by users attending the same public event, become available through the social media and the large number of websites which provide video and audio content. Harnessing this richness of User Generated Recordings (UGRs) offers a remarkable opportunity, for not only enriching the professionally broadcasted content or for reducing the cost of its production, but as the means to provide high quality audiovisual coverage in all types of public events where professional coverage is absent.
Given a collection of UGRs, several approaches have been proposed about how to exploit the available visual and audio content in order to identify video clips associated to the same moment of the captured event, to estimate the overlap between these clips and to synchronize them along the same temporal axis. The audio content is a key to solving this problem and several works have shown that the relations between different UGRs can be revealed by exploiting the correlations in their associated audio streams [1] - [7] . An emerging research 978-1-5090-3649-3/17/$31.00 c 2017 IEEE challenge is to investigate different means by which this lowquality but organized content can be synergistically processed and combined, so as to produce an improved and more complete audiovisual representation of the captured event.
The potential is particularly interesting with respect to the audio modality, as a multitude of synchronized UGRs may be utilized in order to provide a multichannel recording of the captured acoustic event. As shown in [8] , simple forms of combination of the different sources of audio content, such as signal superposition and stereo panning, may significantly improve the user experience as opposed to when original UGRs are consumed individually. Using more advanced processing, Kim et al in [9] , [10] demonstrate an approach for processing the synchronized audio streams in a collaborative fashion, so as to enhance the audio components which are common within the different recordings, and to suppress unwanted noise and interference which is unique in each audio capture. While limited in quantity, these works reveal an interesting potential for crowdsourced content from public events to eventually become able to compete professionally recorded content in terms of quality of experience that can be delivered to the end user.
Considering a small collection of overlapping UGRs which are correctly synchronized along a common time axis, we introduce in this paper a new audio mixing technique called Maximum Component Elimination (MCE). Operating in the Time-Frequency (TF) domain, MCE relies on the use of binary weights in order to selectively prevent certain TF components from individual UGRs to enter in the final mix. MCE is efficient in suppressing sound sources which are located in the foreground of a recording device, without however significantly affecting the acoustic background, which constitutes the interesting content that needs to be delivered to the user.
To evaluate the proposed approach, we apply it on a collection of UGRs acquired during a public athletic event. The approach to exploit user generated content for transmitting the acoustic atmosphere in a crowded athletic event is certainly challenging, and the criteria that should be considered in evaluating such a potential are not only aesthetic but should also consider the appropriateness of the content. In particular, we have observed that a mixture of UGRs unavoidably captures the voices from individuals who are located close to a recording device. In exciting moments of the game, several of these individuals are swearing or cursing, content that is considered highly unwanted if it is to be transmitted to the wide public. Moreover, UGRs raise privacy concerns, since a voice which is clearly captured in the audio mixture may reveal the identity of a particular spectator. We present results from a listening test indicating that among other foreground components, MCE is highly efficient in suppressing foreground speech, therefore preserving the appropriateness of the acoustic content in the final mix delivered to the end user.
II. MIXING TECHNIQUES
Consider a collection of M UGRs 1 , available at common PCM format and sampling rate F s , which are correctly synchronized with one another and properly aligned along the same time axis, using one from the many audio matching and synchronization approaches presented in the literature. Also, assume that all these recordings fully overlap along a continuous time interval from time t start to time t end . Imagine now that along this time segment, we would like to combine the available content in order to produce a single acoustic representation of the captured event. The fist thing that we propose to do is to normalize the level of the recordings so as to ensure that each audio recording has equal significance in the mixing process. This may to some degree prevent, for example, recordings which are acquired at a small distance from the main acoustic sources to mask those which are acquired at distances further apart. Similar to the approach in [8] , normalization is accomplished by obtaining an estimation of the average power of the signal, estimated across the entire duration of each UGR. In particular, if we let x m [n] symbolize the nth sample of the mth UGR and if N m is its duration in samples, a normalized version is obtained through the procesŝ
A. Time domain linear mixing
Intuitively, the simplest approach to combine the content is to superimpose the recordings. In a monophonic setting, this can be mathematically expressed as ) is the length of the requested action in samples.
In [8] it was shown that even with a small number of overlapping UGRs, a monophonic mixture produced as the result of such a simple signal superposition may substantially improve the listening experience of the user, improving certain facts related both to the quality of the signal and to the quality 1 We will use the abbreviation UGR in order to refer to audio content only from now on. of the content. While this approach can be easily extended for the case of stereophonic reproduction [8] , in this paper we limit the applications to a monophonic setting.
B. Time-Frequency domain mixing
Working in the time domain is simple and computationally efficient, but the mixing process can offer significantly more possibilities when implemented in the TF domain. We use an STFT based overlap-add approach, well-known in the field of spatial audio and beamforming, in order to transform the signal from the time domain to the TF domain. Let nowX m (τ, ω) denote the TF representation of signalx m [n], where τ is the time-frame index and ω is the frequency index. We note here that for reasons of computational efficiency, the time grid used for processing in the TF domain can be of much lower density compared to that used for audio fingerprinting and synchronization.
As a general equation describing the mixing process in the TF domain one can write
where now w m (τ, ω) implies that the mixing weights can be time-varying, frequency-varying or time-and frequencyvarying. Moreover, real or complex weights can be used, borrowing ideas from the rich literature on TF domain multichannel signal processing [11] .
C. Maximum Component Elimination
Exploiting the tremendously larger degrees of freedom that a mixing process in the TF domain offers in comparison to the time domain, we describe a simple process using binary weights w m (τ, ω) taking the value of 1 or 0. The approach exploits the sparsity that certain sound sources exhibit in the TF domain, but with main goal to eliminate these sound sources rather than to enhance them. Our motivation relies on the assumption that the signal at each recording location can be decomposed as the superposition of a foreground component
In line with the concepts expressed by Kim et al [9] , [10] , the background consists of the main sound components which dominate in the sound scene, and are thus common to all recordings, while the foreground components represent the interfering sound sources which are unique at each recording location. These interference components can be associated to several types of unwanted content such as handling or wind noise [12] , while in several occasions, to the activity of certain spectators, speaking or clapping at a small distance from a recording location.
The proposed mixing technique is named Maximum Component Elimination (MCE) and is implemented as follows. At each time and frequency index, the synchronized audio recordings are ordered in descending order with respect to their energies. Then, the single most energetic component at TF point (τ, ω) is removed from the mix by assigning a weight equal to zero. In particular, the binary weights are constructed as follows
It should be expected that if the M UGRs are properly synchronized and normalized, then the energies of their background components should be more or less comparable in strength. As a consequence, any foreground component which is unique at the (τ, ω) bin of a particular recording location, will cause the level of this recording to instantly exceed the levels of the others in that same bin. For the mechanism to be effective, it should be assumed that the foreground components in all M recording have disjoint time-frequency support. Due to the w-disjoint orthogonality of speech [13] , it can be expected that the proposed technique can be highly effective in removing foreground speech interference, as long as the recording locations are adequately far from one another so as to capture different acoustic foregrounds. Furthermore, due to the fact that two or more (up to reasonable number) speech signals are unlikely to have significant energy at the same TF point [13] , the presented mechanism may cancel interference from more than one simultaneously active speakers, regardless if these sound sources are distributed in the foreground of one or more recording locations. An extension of this approach to the case that the Q > 1 most energetic components are removed from the mix is straightforward. Intuitively, a greater value of Q will allow for more foreground energy to be removed from the mix. We mention this approach but we make clear that we do not evaluate it in this paper. We note that the presented weighting approach is a highly non-linear process, relying on the rapid appearance and disappearance of certain TF components in some UGRs. However, in the evaluation section that follows, we present subjective preference results indicating that MCE improves the listening experience as opposed to the classical use case where single UGRs are consumed individually.
III. DATA PREPARATION AND QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN
The recording process took place inside a crowded stadium during a football match between two teams of the third greek division. This dataset consists of UGRs captured with the smartphones of five users sitting at different positions inside the stadium. The locations of the users, who were static throughout the entire duration of match, are shown in Fig.  1 . More details about the exact process for acquiring the recordings as well as about the event itself can be found in [14] , while the audio datasets themselves are accessible for direct download in [15] . We simply mention here that the audio recordings were acquired in a way that ensured that pre-defined parts of the event were captured by up to five simultaneously recording devices. While recordings where acquired in different formats, they were all converted to common monophonic PCM format at a sampling rate of 48 kHz sampling rate for further processing. Following previous works dealing with the same problem, we used fingerprint cross-correlations for synchronizing the UGRs. Audio fingerprints specifically tailored for the studied acoustic environment were constructed and used, based on the approach proposed in [7] . Overlapping UGRs were aligned along the same time axis by synchronizing them with a reference UGR in each event part, as explained in [8] . The correctness of the synchronization process was easily confirmed by simultaneous playing back of the synchronized recordings. We also note that audio files were synchronized along a uniform time grid of 10 ms resolution, corresponding basically to the hop-size which was used for time-frequency analysis when constructing the fingerprints. After synchronization, the audio clips were normalized as explained in Section II. Extending along the time region where the 5 UGRs fully overlapped in each event part, mixtures based on simple superposition and on the MCE approach were produced. For the TF analysis required for the MCE approach, a frame size of 2048 samples and a hop size of 1024 samples was used. For the needs of evaluation, a listening test consisting of two parts was constructed, as explained in the following subsections.
A. Assessing subjective preference
The first part of the questionnaire was designed with the goal to assess the potential of MCE mixing in improving the listening experience of the user, as opposed to linear superposition and to the more classical approach where each single UGR is played back individually. The evaluation was performed in the same spirit as in [8] , by taking advantage of the outcome of synchronization to present to the user two monophonic versions of the same event excerpt, one taken from the original UGR collection and one produced as the outcome of the MCE mixing or the outcome of simple superposition. We believe that such an approach is better in comparison to blind subjective assessment, where each subject is asked to rate each audio stream independently from the others. As stated also in [8] , a paired-preference test eliminates a great source of bias that would be introduced by the fact that subjects' expectations with respect to quality and content differ significantly from one listener to the other.
For assessing subjective preference, we selected four short duration excerpts with the aim to cover different types of acoustic content representative of the ambience in a football match; two excerpts containing chanting of the crowd, one containing applause and one excerpt without any distinct crowd activity 2 . The average duration of these excerpts was approximately seven seconds. The two audio files in each question were normalized so as to be perceived equally loud, using the toolbox provided in [16] . Subjects were free to listen to the audio files in each question as many times as they wanted, using headphones, in order to indicate their personal preference given the options "A preferred to B", " no preference" and "B preferred to A". The association between audio A and B and each one of the comparison cases was of course random and varied from one question to the other.
In total, 16 paired-comparisons were formed in the questionnaire for comparing MCE with original UGRs; each on of the four excepts was presented four times to the listener, so that the outcome of the MCE technique could be compared to each one of the four out of five available UGRs (one randomly selected UGR out of the five available ones was left unexploited in each excerpt). Finally, four additional audio pairs. one for each excerpt, were formed for assessing preference between MCE and linear superposition.
B. Assessing foreground suppression
The second part of the listening test was devoted in assessing the audibility of individual foreground speakers in the final mix, as well as the intelligibility of the spoken content. As already stated in [8] , simple superposition already to some degree acts by emphasizing sound components which are common across the recordings, at the same time deemphasizing the interference components which are unique at each recording location. Even so, it was still possible to detect several excerpts in the mixtures produced with simple superposition where speech from foreground speakers was still clearly audible. In order to evaluate the potential of MCE in further suppressing these sources, six excerpts with audible speech were selected for this test as representative examples of foreground speech interference. For each excerpt, one version based on MCE and one based on simple superposition was extracted and presented to the listeners for evaluation. The subjects were able to listen to each one of the 12 audio files as many times as they wanted, using headphones, and were asked to indicate the degree with which speech from individual spectators was audible/intelligible given the following options; 1) I can't discriminate speech from an individual spectator, 2) I can discriminate speech from an individual spectator but I don't understand what is being said, 3) I can discriminate speech from an individual spectator and I can partly understand what is being said, 4) I can discriminate speech from an individual spectator(s) and I can fully understand what is being said. The listeners were instructed to select the third option when only some words or parts of the uttered sentence was intelligible and the fourth option when the entire sentence was intelligible.
IV. EVALUATION
In total 15 normal hearing subjects (9 male and 6 female) completed the questionnaire, providing a total sum of 15 · 16 = 240 and 15 · 4 = 60 responses with respect to subjective preference between MCE and original UGRs and between MCE and linear superposition, respectively, in the first part of the questionnaire. On the other hand, 15·12 = 180 responses were gathered with respect to the second part of the questionnaire. All the subjects were Greek native speakers, which was considered as an important prerequisite for assessing foreground speech intelligibility.
Results related to subjective preference between MCE and original UGRs are presented in the pie chart of Fig. 2 , where it can be seen that subjects indicated preference towards the MCE audio streams 135 times (56%), as opposed to 78 times that they selected the original UGRs (33%). Interestingly, the "no preference" option was selected only 11% of the times. Assessing significance in paired-reference tests has a well known foundation in statistics, but the existence of the "no preference" field as a third option in the test somewhat complicates the analysis. We may consider two alternative approaches for "absorbing" the effect of the neutral responses; the first is to consider an experiment with K = 240 trials and to equally distribute the 27 neutral votes to the two classes, which would result to N UGR = 78 + 13.5 = 91.5 and N MCE = 135 + 13.5 = 148.5 responses in favour of original UGRs and MCE respectively. The second approach is to disregard the 27 neutral votes and consider that the number of trials is K = 240 − 27 = 213. Assuming a two-tailed distribution, the minimum number of judgements towards one of the two methods in order to confirm statistical difference at p = 0.001 level of significance is 147 and 132 respectively [17] . It can be seen that 148.5 > 147 and 135 > 132, which means that in both cases, it can be claimed that mixtures produced with the MCE technique are preferred to original UGRs with a confidence of 99.9%.
With respect to user preference between MCE and simple superposition, the results were as follows; 17 out of 60 responses were in favour of MCE, 19 in favour of simple superposition and 24 responses were given to the "no preference" option. Due to the small number of trials and the evenly distributed responses, it is not possible to verify that there is statistical difference between the two methods in terms of user preference.
With respect to the second part of the Questionnaire, the distribution of the subjects' responses to each one of the four response options described in subsection III-B are shown for simple superposition in Fig. 3(a) and for the MCE approach in Fig. 3(b) . The results indicate that while in most of the cases foreground speech was clearly audible within the mixtures produced with simple superposition, these components were very efficiently suppressed in the outcome of the MCE process. Interestingly, only 2 out of 90 responses concerning MCE mixing indicated that speech information was "partly intelligible", while the big majority of responses indicated inability in detecting speech from individual spectators. We may now extend the analysis by assigning a score to each response equal to the index of the corresponding option in the list of available answers, i.e., 1 for "I can't discriminate speech from an individual spectator" and 4 for "I can discriminate speech from an individual spectator and I can fully understand what is being said". The mean scores from 90 trials with each technique are 1.2 for MCE and 2.8 for simple superposition. A t-Test performed [18] assuming samples with unequal variance confirms a mean difference of 1.45 between the two mixing techniques at a = 0.05 level of significance. This confirms the significant advantage that MCE mixing may achieve compared to simple superposition in terms of appropriateness of content.
While the main focus in this paper was on evaluating the foreground suppression capabilities of each technique with respect to speech content, it is worth spending a few words about how MCE responds to other types of unwanted content. More specifically, wind noise was particularly intense at certain moments, substantially degrading the listening experience in some UGRs. In general MCE produced mixtures with less audible wind noise, in comparison to simple superposition as well as in comparison to the most contaminated UGRs, but the degree of suppression varied quite significantly from one except to the other. We believe that an explanation for this phenomenon is the fact that in most occasions, wind noise was simultaneously present in more than one UGRs. Moreover, as wind noise is confined in the lower part of the spectrum [19] , the assumption on disjoint TF support, which is valid for speech signals, is in general not met in the case of wind.
A final comment, regarding circumstances under which MCE may do more harm than good, is when the different recording devices have considerably different frequency responses. If, for example, among many devices with poor lowfrequency response there is a single recording device which exhibits a good response at that particular frequency range, Fig. 3 . Distribution of subjects' responses with respect to the audibility/intelligibility of foreground speech when using simple superposition in (a) and MCE mixing in (b).
then it is very likely that MCE will constantly filter out the low-frequency sound components from this device. In this case, content which is desired and which may actually improve the overall listening experience will be left out from the mix. However, as the number of overlapping UGRs increases, the less the chances for this to occur. We invite the interested reader to listen to examples from original UGRs as well as from mixtures produced with MCE and simple superposition provided online in [20] .
V. CONCLUSION
Operating in the TF domain, MCE relies on the use of binary weights in order to selectively prevent certain TF components from individual UGRs to enter in the final mix. Results from listening tests indicated that the proposed mechanism is very efficient in suppressing foreground speech interference, removing thus inappropriate content from the audio mix and concealing the identities of individuals whose voices are unintentionally captured by the recording devices. Although MCE is a highly nonlinear process, results based on data from an athletic event showed that even with only five UGRs, an improved representation of the acoustic event can be constructed and delivered to the user, as opposed to when each UGR is consumed individually. An extension of the proposed MCE approach to a reproduction system with a greater number of channels (e.g., stereophony) can be straightforwardly conceptualized; UGRs can be grouped into separate clusters, each group can then be processed independently from the others and the resulting audio streams can be panned to different directions using stereophonic panning or VBAP [21] . Finally, this investigation should also be extended to cases where the number of UGRs participating in the mix varies in the studied time interval. This is a more challenging case as time-varying weights would be required in order to avoid unwanted transitions in the perceived signal level or in the transmitted spatial impression.
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